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ABSTRACT

An important aspect of the fuel-coolant interaction problem relativ e
to liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) safety analysis is the frag-
mentation of molten oxide fuel during contact with liquid sodium coolant .
A proper description of the kinetics of such an event requires an under -
standing of the breakup process and an estimate of the size and dispersio n
of such finely divided fuel in coolant . In recent years, considerable
interest has centered on the problem of determining the nature of suc h
fragmentation . In this paper, both analytic and experimental studies per-
taining to such breakup are reviewed in light of recent developments i n
the understanding of heat transfer and solidification phenomena durin g
quenching of U02 in sodium . A more extensive review of this subject can
be found in Ref . 1 .
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INTRODUCTION

The possibility of overheating, melting, and subsequent interaction
between molten reactor materials and coolant is of interest in LMFBR safet y
analysis . In particular, the problem of fuel fragmentation when quenched
by liquid coolant must be considered due to the large increase in surfac e
heat transfer area, which can result in rapid coolant vaporization . Such
fragmentation is evidenced in both out-of-pile dropping experiments of fue l
into coolant (2) and in-pile pin failure tests performed in the TREAT re-
actor (3,4,5) . Results of such experiments have been summarized by H .
Mizuta (6), as shown in Fig . 1 . Three questions of primary concern relat-
ing to such fragmentation are :

1) What is the cause of fragmentation and can the experimental
particle sizes be predicted ?

2) What effect does fuel breakup have on the potential to caus e
large-scale vapor explosions ?

3) To what extent does fuel fragmentation influence reactor
system dynamics ?

To understand the mechanics of and factors influencing breakup, a n
experimental program was conducted in which chemical, mechanical, and hea t
transfer effects were studied with U02 and sodium and numerous other com-
bination of molten metals and coolants . Likewise, fragmentation theor-
ies were postulated . A number of these ideas have been developed int o
mathematical models such that an assessment of their associated energy can
be compared with that required to cause fragmentation . In this paper, a
review and comparison is made of the various models in light of experi-
mental findings, with particular emphasis on identifying the mechansims o f
L'02 fragmentation in sodium .

Concerning the second point, it is observed that to date only one
series of experiments, in which small quantities of sodium were injecte d
into U02, produced shock-type vapor explosions (7,8) . However, numerous
dropping experiments of U02 into Na (2,9,10) and all in-pile TREAT melt-
down tests (3,4,5) with oxide fuel and sodium have resulted in relatively
low-pressure interactions despite the fact that a major portion of th e
molten U02 fragmented . Thus, it appears that a large heat-transfer sur -
face area may be a necessary but not sufficient condition for large-scal e
vapor explosions . In order to obtain such large-scale vapor explosions ,
Fauske (il) proposed the additional requirements that the conditions fo r
liquid-liquid contact and spontaneous nucleation must exist, i .e . ,

1) liquid-liquid contact occurs .

2) the contact temperature must exceed the temperature limit
for spontaneous nucleation of the volatile liquid .

3) there must exist a sufficient constraint imposed upon a
large-scale system .

Besides Fauske's view that good wetting characteristics and spontane-
ous nucleation are the principal factors that determine vapor-explosio n
criteria, Board and Hall (12,13) have proposed the theory of explosiv e
fuel-coolant interaction by pressure-induced detonation, similar to tha t
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of detonating chemical explosions . The model assumes that a strong shock
front propagates steadily through a region of coarsely mixed fuel an d
coolant . Near the pressure front, flow velocities are considered to b e
sufficient to cause fine fragmentation of molten fuel, and the pressure i s
considered to be high enough to cause collapse of any vapor . Thus the
front leaves behind it finely fragmented fuel in intimate contact wit h
liquid coolant, which results in explosive vaporization . Two critical un-
certainities of the model are (1) the triggering mechanism for the initia l
shock front and (2) the assumption that fragmentation of fuel occurs i n
the molten state due to a Taylor instability set up by a differential velo -
city between the molten fuel and coolant fluids . With respect to the ques-
tion of initial shock pressure, it would appear that only for hammer-typ e
impact could such a condition be met . On the second matter, fragmentation
by Taylor fluid instabilities would not appear to be the case owing to
rapid surface solidification of the fuel when it is released to the cool -
ant (as will be discussed later in this article) .

Concerning the third question, fragmentation knowledge is important
with respect to evaluating the dynamics of a low-pressure interaction .
For example, the particle size, mixing geometry, and heat-transfer proces s
must be determined in order to predict the rate and extent of coolant void -
ing, reentry, and fuel-sweepout potential for an overpower transient lead-
ing to fuel release to the coolant . To date, a quantitative assessment o f
the extent of interaction has been made by assessing the effective hea t
flux from particle-bed experiments in which the rate of sodium-vapor pro-
duction and particle size are measured (9,14) simulating post-acciden t
heat-removal conditions .

Although each of these questions is important to an understanding o f
the dynamics and consequences of a reactor accident, this article is limite d
to a discussion of the state of technology relative to fragmentation anal-
ysis .

FRAGMENTATION THEORIE S

The models proposed for fragmentation can be categorized into three
classes ; namely, those associated with hydrodynamics effects between th e
molten material and coolant independent of thermal conditions, the molten
droplet models which assume that the liquid material is readily deformable
and undergoes fragmentation due to pressure forces initiated in the coolant ,
and the solid shell theories which consider thermal cooling effects and sur -
face solidification . During quenching, a number of forces may develop si-
multaneously ; thus, the question is one of assessing the relative magnitud e
of each .

Hydrodynamic Models

Impact fragmentation assumes that breakup is due to inertial force s
which are sufficiently high to overcome the cohesive effects of the fue l
surface tension (the ratio being the Weber number : We = p DV2/a where p c
is the coolant density and D, a, and V are the diameter, surface tension ,
and velocity of the droplet) . Some of the earliest experiments on impac t
fragmentation were performed by Ivins (15) in which low-melting point
metals (tin, lead, bismuth, and mercury) were dropped at different heights
into water at room temperature . Results indicated that a fragmentation
threshold occurs at a critical value between 10 and 20, which corresponds
to that suggested by Hinze (16) .
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For the same materials, Cho (17,18) conducted similar experiments ,
however, varying the quenching conditions while minimizing impact effect s
(e .g., the Weber numbers were below the critical range) . His work is
summarized in Fig . 2 . As shown thermal effects also influence the exten t
of fragmentation, and may override that due to dynamic impact . This con-
clusion is also consistent with the recent experimental evidence o f
Lazarrus, et al . (19) , where it was observed that extensive fine fragmenta -
tion of molten A1203 occurred when in an inert gas atmosphere of argon a t
2 .5 torr . The fragmentation here was attributed to thermal stresses a s
will be discussed later . In addition interpretation of the same series o f
experiments by Grossgut, et al . (20) suggested that because of the poten -
tial differences in fragmentation mechanisms, experiments with metals lik e
Al, Sn, Pb, etc . and water do not simulate the U02-Na interation process .

With respect to jet-type fuel release from a failed pin, Weber num -
bers on the order of 10 3 are expected (21) . Bradley and Witte (22), how-
ever, have shown in their experiments with mercury jets into water, tha t
although some breakup is observed, it is much less than that for heate d
jets .

Helmholtz surface instabilities have also been suggested as a mecha-
nism (23,24) . It is postulated that wave-like ripples are formed at th e
molten droplet surface which result in coolant encapsulation and breakup .
The magnitude and frequencies of such waves are controlled by the dif-
ference in viscosities of the two fluids and their relative velocities (25) .
However, fragmentation of molten U02 occurs in the absence of significan t
velocities ; thus, shear induced instabilities as a controlling mechanis m
of fragmentation of U02 seems doubtful . Therefore, while the disruptive
forces of impact and viscous drag may contribute to breakup, it appear s
that thermal effects plan a more important role for high temperature mate -

rials .

Molten Droplet Models

Vapor bubble growth and collapse as first proposed by Swift an d
Baker (26), has received considerable attention as a mechanism for frag-
mentation . In their experiments molten stainless steel, aluminum, uranium ,
and zirconium were dropped into both water and sodium with fragmentation
occurring for sodium but not water, independent of the dropping height . An
explanation of the lack of breakup in water, while fragmentation occurre d
in sodium was interpreted in terms of the classical boiling curve . It was
postulated that breakup might result from the turbulence occasioned by th e
formation and collapse of vapor bubbles at the surface of the molten meta l
in the violent transition or nucleate boiling regions . Under equilibrium
conditions Westwater (27) showed that nucleate boiling occurs below th e
fluid critical temperature . Therefore, coolants with relatively low criti -
cal temperatures, such as water (Tcr = 375°C), would tend to quench th e
molten material in the quiet film region, with metal solidification takin g
place before transition or nucleate boiling occurs . On the other hand ,
molten metals dropped into a sodium bath which has a high critical tempera -
ture (Tcr = 2300 to 2700°C), may be subjected to the violence of transition
boiling before the solidification temperature is reached, resulting in
metal fragmentation .

An indication of the boiling violence, is the maximum bubble wor k
potential
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Wb
= 3

1RÛ [AP]

	

(1 )

where Rb is the maximum bubble radius and AP is the difference between th e

bubble and ambient coolant pressures . A number of studies have been mad e
to assess this energy, the problem being one of determining Rb and AP fro m

either theoretical considerations or experimental data .

In Ref . 28 a purely theoretical approach to the problem was made ,

while in Refs . 17, 18, and 29, Rb and AP are determined from both experi-

mental and analytic considerations . Each of these investigations are
briefly reviewed and the results summarized in Table I .

In Ref . 28 the extent of bubble growth is calculated from the well-
known Rayleigh equation, until the inertial force of the liquid surround -

ing the growing bubble becomes zero . At .this time, it is assumed that bub -
ble departure occurs cutting off the heat source, the bubble radius bein g

maximum at this point . Results for the case of U02 at 3100°K and sodium

at various temperatures are presented in Table II . As shown at low sodium
temperatures, the bubble radius decreases while the saturation pressure in -
creases, thus, the bubble energy is maximized at 1050°K . Based on a maxi-

mum bubble energy of 8 .02 • 10 7 dy-cm, the predicted fragmentation size o f
Armstrong's dropping experiments (initial droplet diameter = 0 .72 cm) is
calculated to be 0 .08 u as compared to a 500 u mass-mean fragmentation size
obtained in the experiments . Thus, it would appear that violent sodium
boiling could account for fragmentation . However, it should be noted tha t
a large bubble size ( Rb = 3 cm) was predicted which is greater than th e

original droplet size of Armstrong's experiment . Therefore, the vapo r

dome geometry assumed would not apply .

Caldarola and Kastenberg (28) also investigated the dynamics of bub -

ble collapse . As illustrated in Fig . 3, they considered destruction i n

the form of microjets . As a result of such local impingement, an elastic

wave is generated in the molten fuel and its associated acoustic energy i s
assumed to account for fragmentation . As opposed to vapor bubble energy ,
the acoustic energy associated with jet impingement is essentially inde -

pendent of the bubble size . As shown in the last two columns of Table II ,

the energy deposition in the fuel due to collapse impingement is only a

small fraction of the PV bubble work and much less than that required to

account for fragmentation . However, this estimate of the energy trans-
mitted to the fuel is more realistic than that assuming 100% conversion o f
the maximum thermodynamic bubble work potential at the calculated departur e

radii. Because of particle size to bubble radius considerations, it is
felt that the problem has yet to be treated in a realistic manner and a s
such the problem remains to define how much of the boiling energy is im -

parted to the fuel . In addition to investigating the fragmentation pro-
cess, Caldarola (30,31) has also studied the problem of assessing hea t
transfer from such fragmented fuel in a sodium .

Besides a purely theoretical approach, estimates of bubble energy can
also be obtained from interpretation of experiments . In Ref . 29, it was

assumed that for U02 quenched in Na, boiling occurs in the nucleate regio n

based on Henry's correlation (32) . The bubble radius was estimated fro m

Zuber' s formula (33), which accounts for the buoyancy and surface tensio n

of the surrounding liquid and the frequency of bubble detachment during
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An estimate of the frequency (f) and pressure were obtained from Farahat' s
sodium quenching experiments (34) with a solid tantalum sphere (TTa =
2300°C) . Considering the maximum bubble work potential, a fragmentatio n
size of 0 .4 pm is predicted for Armstrong's experiment (2) . This is also
a much lower prediction than was observed in the experiment . Assessing
the energy deposition in the fuel from jet collapse considerations, indi -
cates that little breakup is expected, although greater than that predicte d
for Ref . 28 .

Cho (17,18) also investigated the dynamics of bubble growth with re-
spect to water coolant and pointed out the important conclusion that th e
bubble energy decreases strongly at lower coolant temperatures, which does
not account for increased fragmentation with subcooling . His conclusions
are based on Bankoff and Mikesell's analysis (35) of Gunther's data . The
calculations illustrated in Table I indicate tha 100% conversion of th e
maximum bubble work would be necessary to predict experimental results .

For the case of low-melting point materials quenched in water, it ap-
pears that a boiling mechanism could not have accounted for breakup ; al-
though, it may be significant with respect to high-temperature material s
fragmenting in sodium . Before a more definitive statement can be made, a
knowledge of the percent conversion of boiling energy to that causing
mechanical breakup must be known .

Accoustic pressure-pulse generation in the coolant, caused by heating
and thermal expansion of the sodium layer at the fuel-coolant interface ,
was considered a possible mechanism for fragmentation in Ref . 29 . A
necessary condition for significant sodium pressurization is that of a com-
pletely rigid system with perfect contact . As discussed by Fauske (11,37) ,
such wetting with suppressed boiling may occur during the initial stage s
of liquid-liquid contact if entrained gases or other nucleation sites ar e
lacking . As calculated in Ref . 29, the maximum energy associated with suc h
a thermally induced pulse is approximately three times that of the molte n
UO2-Na interfacial surface energy . However, as with inertial forces, the
surface tension should be exceeded by approximately an order of magnitud e
before breakup occurs .

Spontaneous nucleation of coolant at the interface between the ho t
and cold liquids suddenly brought into contact has also been considere d
(38) . This may apply to the case of low-melting-point materials quenche d
in water when the conditions of wetting are met (not usually the case) an d
the interfacial temperature is greater than that for homogeneous vapo r
nucleation. However, as shown in Fig . 4, the UO2-Na contact temperature s
are well below that for spontaneous nucleation . Therefore, this mechanis m
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could not account for the extensive fragmentation observed in Armstrong' s
experiments of small amounts of U02 dropped into a large sodium bath . As
discussed by Fauske (11), this mechanism can only apply in the case of a
small sodium droplet surrounded and heated to its homogeneous-nucleatio n

temperature in a larger mass of U0 2 .

Internal acoustic cavitation within the hot molten material has als o

been proposed (39) . Such cavitation is assumed to be induced by pressur e
waves generated within the molten fuel as a result of surface boiling, th e

model being illustrated in Fig . 5 . As the film grows and collapses, posi-
tive-negative pressure fluctuations about the original ambient pressure ar e
created in the droplet . A necessary condition for fracture by cavitation
is that of bubble inception and continued bubble growth . For a vapor bub-
ble to grow in a fluctuating positive-negative pressure field, the rate o f
growth must be greater than the rate of collapse so that there is a buildu p
of energy storage in the cavitated bubble during a complete pressure cycle .
Although pulse characteristics were calculated, the dynamics of cavitate d

bubble growth were not studied ; thus, no assessment of the work potentia l

to cause fragmentation was made .

Rapid gas release from a metastable supersaturated solution has als o

been proposed as a mechanism for fragmentation (40,41) . The model assumes

that dissolved gases are present in the molten sample . As illustrated in

Fig . 6, during rapid cooling the liquid becomes supersaturated such that

the gas initially in solution is said to exert a high "latent" pressure upo n

quenching . To account for breakup by this mechanism two necessary condition s

are that the molten material is capable of dissolving gas, without formin g
a stable phase, and that the solubility of the molten sample increases wit h

increasing temperature . Favorable gas solubility characteristics may there -
fore account for some of the experimentally observed fragmentation behavio r

(e .g ., low-melt alloys in water) .

Although Epstein demonstrates that the model is capable of accountin g

for the breakup of low melting point materials, he leaves the question

open as to its applicability to U02 fragmentation in Na . To clarify
whether such a mechanism applies to U02 a knowledge of the solubility o f
such gases as He, Ar, Xe, and Kr (which are present as either bond, cover ,

or fission products in a reactor environment) in molted U02 must be known .

Such data is not available for molten U02 but order of magnitude estimate s
have recently been made (42) from statistical thermodynamic considerations .
The approach is based on the model concept that a dissolved atom require s
a hole of its size for stability in the solvent and the atom placed in thi s
hole interacts with the ambient liquid . The estimated solubilities of the
inert gases in molten U02 has been shown to be quite small, e .g ., =10-6 on

a molar fraction basis . This is about four orders of magnitude less tha n
that for the illustrative case of dissolved atomic-oxygen in molten silve r

(comparison made at one atmosphere cover pressure) used by Epstein (40,41) .

Thus, it appears that the role of such gases in the fragmentation of U02
would not be predominant .

A similar mechanism to that of Epstein is the homogeneous bubble nu-

cleation model proposed by Levine (43) and Nelson (44,45) for the explo-

sion of metal droplets . In this case the explosion of Zn-N and Fe-C alloy

droplets in an oxygen atmosphere has been attributed to the internal re -

lease of nitrogen and carbon monoxide, respectively, by a homogeneous
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nucleation and bubble growth mechanism . However, the fact that fragmenta-
tion of A 1 203 occurred in the inert atmosphere of argon (which has a lo w
chemical and solubility potential) in Lazarrus' experiment (19), indicate s
that some other mechanism must have accounted for the observed breakup ,
the likelihood being thermal stresses as stated in Ref . 19 .

SolidShell Theorie s

In the models described above, it was assumed that prior to and durin g
fragmentation the quenched materials remain in the molten state . However ,
Armstrong conducted his dropping experiments with crucible temperature s
only about 100°C above the melting point of U02 ; thus, the effect of sur-
face solidification on fragmentation must also be considered . In Refs . 4 6
and 47 various aspects of solidification kinetics were investigated (e .g . ,
rate of solid nucleation-site activation and rate of solid crystal growt h
in its melt) and compared with the heat transfer process to determin e
whether the surface of the U02 droplet can remain molten during quenchin g
in sodium coolant . Results of this study showed that the fuel-coolant in-
terface contact temperature is well below the homogeneous crystallizatio n
temperature and that the estimated rate of crystal growth is larger tha n
the heat transfer controlled solidification velocity for times greater tha n
I msec, indicating that solidification commences immediately after contac t
and is limited by the heat transport process rather than the time for mo -
lecular reordering (recent work by Bankoff and Fauske (48) also consider s
the effect of solidification on the vapor-explosion process) .

To assess in a quantitative manner the potential for fragmentation by
shell solidification, Hsiao (49) analyzed the heat transfer process an d
calculated the thermal stresses using elastic theory, for the case of alu -
minum quenched in water . In Ref . 50, this analysis was extended to th e
U02-Na situation, however, considering temperature-dependent mechanica l
properties and the compressibility of the inner molten core, as well as a
study of the surface heat transfer conditions due to the uncertainity o f
wetting characteristics between fuel and coolant during the initial quench -
ing stages (time less than 0 .1 sec) . For comparative purposes, parametri c
calculations were made for both aluminum-water and U0 2-Na systems .

The dependence of the radial and tangential stresses on the surface
boundary condition is given in Fig . 7 . It can be seen that for the con-
vective conditions (hal = 40 B/m f t 2 °F, Ref . 51), the stresses in alumi -
num are about two orders of magnitude less than that for the contact wet -
ting conditions . It is interesting to note that for the contact mode o f
heat transfer, the surface tensile stress in aluminum exceeds its yiel d
strength (1000 psi at 400°C), while for the film boiling mode, it does not .
Qualitatively, this compares favorably with experiments in which molte n
aluminum was force injected into water, thus increasing the probabilit y
for surface contact and consequently fragmentation, while dropping experi -
ments of molten aluminum into water with initial film boiling produced
little breakup . For U02 (h = 10,000 B/m f t2 °F, Ref . 34) quenched in Na ,
the effect of the surface boundary condition is much less and . for both
boundary conditions the calculated stresses exceed the yield point (5 10 3
psi at 2000°C) due to the large temperature gradient in the U02 shell. In
Fig . 8, the thermal, pressurization, and total tangential stress component s
at the outer surface are plotted as a function of time. As shown the total
stress goes through a maximum due to an increase in pressurization whil e
the thermal stress decrease from an initial maximum . For U02 in Na, the
peak value of the total stress occurs at approximately 50 msec after
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quenching while for Al in H2O, the maximum surface stress occurs at 6 msec .
(Armstrong's U02 /Na experiments showed a delay time for fragmentation . of
about 30 to 80 msec . )

A summary of results is given in Table III . For U02, the maximum tan-
gential stress exceeds its yield strength by approximately two orders o f
magnitude indicating that failure of the outer shell should occur . More
recent work by Knapp and Todreas (52), via a fracture mechanics approach
to the problem, also indicates that the thermally induced stresses in U0 2
are sufficient to generate stress intensities in excess of the U02 fraçture
toughness . Thus, rapid instantaneous propagation of inherent flaws is an-
ticipated, predicting fine fragmentation of U02 when quenched in sodium .
It is also interesting to note that stress induced fragmentation by rapi d
solidification of A1203 in an argon atmosphere has been demonstrated b y
Lazarrus, et al . (19) and Grossgut, et al . (20), as noted earlier . Like-
wise, Mizuta (6) has shown that droplets of molten U02 with a frozen shel l
(=2200 C°to 2500°C), have also fragmented when quenched in sodium ; thus ,
supporting the thermal stress argument since sufficient gradients woul d
also occur at these temperatures, eliminating molten droplet considerations .

At this point, arguments have been presented which suggest that frag-
mentation of U02 in sodium is a result of thermal stresses induced by rapi d
cooling . Since a quantative estimate of the rate of fragmentation an d
particle size distribution cannot be made one must result to empirica l
evidence . The recent accumulation of experimental data (9,10), as well a s
earlier U02 fragmentation data summarized in Ref . 6, show remarkable con-
sistency in particle size distribution when displayed upon a logarithmi c
scale . This data includes in-pile U02-sodium and U02-water results, labo-
ratory induction-heated U02 into sodium, and thermite reaction generate d
U02 into sodium. All data tend to show normal Gaussian distribution i n
the log of particle size, the distribution function for the fines being (6 )

f(log D) = 58 .1 • exp(-(log D - 2 .27) 2/0 .944) . (4)

The most probable mass-mean particle size for the fines would be =200u ,
while the rest of the data would seem to range upward, with a maximu m
bound of =2500p .

No clear trends in the size distribution data for U0 2 fragmentation
can be found with respect to mode of generating or heating U02 or mode o f
contact with sodium . While there is no physical or theoretical assuranc e
that the mass-mean size of fragments cannot be significantly less tha n
200p, there is no indication that additional experiments will yield siz e
distributions outside the present range .

This leaves the question of the energy transfer mechanism, between U 02
and sodium in reactor accident situations, still unsettled . However, the
question of energy transfer is not solely dependent upon UO2 fragmenta -
tion . Other considerations such as the extent of contact (wetting) be-
tween U02 and sodium and the mode of energy transfer are perhaps now mor e
important than uncertainties with regard to the extent of fragmentation .
A brief discussion of the problem associated with assessing wetting phe-
nomena between freshly contacting fuel and coolant, during short tim e
periods (less than 0 .1 sec), is therefore given .
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Wetting Phenomena between U0 2 and Na

The question of the wettability of fuel by sodium is not only import-
ant to fragmentation analysis but also plays a significant role in assess-
ing vapor explosion potential in LMFBR systems . As discussed in Refs . 11 ,
37, and 53, the extent of fuel wetting by sodium coolant determines th e
maximum temperature to which sodium can be superheated ; thus, to an extent ,
the work potential of sodium vaporization .

Taylor and Ford (54) made a study of the contact angle behavior o f
liquid sodium on a variety of solid metals and ceramics in the temperatur e
range of 100 to 550°C . The angles were measured while slowly increasin g
the temperature . As shown in Fig . 9, the contact angle decreases with in -
creasing temperature . As discussed in Refs . 54 and 55, a plausible expla-
nation for increased wetting at higher temperatures results from the chemi-
cal change of the oxide ceramic to a metallic-like surface . For the U02-N a
system reduction of fuel begins at about 300°C (see Fig . 9) resulting in
partial wetting (8 < 90°) which is characteristic of a liquid metal on a
solid metallic surface . With respect to FCI phenomena which occur in
fractions of seconds, wetting between "freshly contacting " sodium and U02
may not be guaranteed if contingent on reduction of U02 by sodium, sinc e
chemical reactions on the scale of milliseconds would not be expected .

The transient nature of wetting between solid U02 and copper was in-
vestigated by Hodkin and Nichols (56) . As shown in Fig . 10, the contac t
angle decreases during the first few minutes, then remains constant fo r
about 30 minutes, after which the contact angle decreases slightly fo r
temperatures near the melting point of copper (1400°C) but at a faste r
rate at higher temperatures . The important point to note is that th e
time scale for wetting is much longer (minutes and hours) than that as-
sociated with FCI phenomena . It is clear that in the early stages th e
contact angle temperature relation is not one of equilibrium (54) ; thus ,
such equilibrium data may be of little use in discussion of wetting char-
acteristics for MFCI problems . The question is further complicated fo r
irradiated fuels which contain numerous elements and their formed com-
pounds, since surface energies can be extremely sensitive to small quan-
tities of impurities which may either induce or inhibit wetting . Likewise ,
the role of rapid solidification on the wetting characteristics of ini-
tially liquid-liquid system is not well understood, much of the theory o n
liquid-liquid contact being based on thermal and saturation equilibrium
(see Refs . 57 and 58 for a discussion of liquid-liquid contact) . Thus ,
the question of whether or not good wetting can be assumed in the analysi s
of MFCI phenomena is, at this point, still uncertain .

CONCLUSION S

As discussed, a number of models have been proposed in an attempt t o
understand the nature of the U02 fragmentation process . The four princi-
ple mechanisms considered likely to cause such fragmentation (impact forces ,
boiling, violent gas release, and shell solidification) have been developed
to the point where comparative analysis is possible . In addition, recen t
developments in the understanding of the physics of oxide fuel behavior i n
sodium coolant (boiling regime criteria, vapor nucleation theories, an d
prediction of solidification kinetics enable us to asses whether or no t
the various model assumptions are realistic . In view of this knowledge
the following conclusions are made .
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•For the case of hydrodynamic influence on fragmentation, it can b e
said that although the disruptive forces of impact and viscous drag ma y
contribute to breakup, their effects are not controlling with respect t o
high temperature materials, including U0 2-sodium .

*With respect to the vapor bubble growth and collapse mechanism
it was shown that for sodium quenching, where coolant contact may, be ex-
pected (as opposed to water), the thermodynamic work potential of the bub-
ble is more than sufficient to account for extensive fragmentation . How-
ever, this refers to the maximum potential energy content of the bubbl e
rather than the work imparted to the fuel . Estimates of the fraction o f
this energy transmitted to the fuel during collapse indicate that it i s
at least three orders of magnitude less and not sufficient to cause th e
extensive breakup observed in the U02-Na interaction experiments .

•Since the dynamics of bubble growth and dissolution was not analyze d

for the postulated mechanism of violent gas release from the supersaturate d

state, an assessment of the energy associated with this model could not b e
made . For some materials sufficient latent pressure for fragmentation ca n
be readily estimated . However, in the case of U02 the low solubilitie s
predicted for He, Ar, Xe, and Kr indicate that such a mechanism would no t
be of primary significance .

•For the quenching of molten U02 in sodium, it was demonstrated tha t
the severe thermal gradients at the surface result in stresses which ex-
ceed the yield strength by several orders of magnitude indicating tha t
fracture should occur . The two necessary conditions for this mechanism
to apply are that contact is established, resulting in a large therma l
gradient, and that solidification occurs forming a solid shell which fail s
by overstress . Studies of wetting characteristics for U02 in sodium indi-
cate that such contact is established while investigation of crystalliza-
tion kinetics indicates that solidification should commence within a fe w
milliseconds of contact . Therefore, it would appear that for U02-sodium
contact, thermal stresses provide the most immediate cause for fragmenta -

tion .
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/2 0

Caldarola

	

This is a comment to your paper . I think you are referring to a

paper I wrote 2 years ago together with Professor Kostenberg .

I am afraid you did not quote it correctly for the following reasons .

1. The schemetic diagram given on pg.688 of your paper (Frag-
mentation modeling relative to the breakup of Molten U02 i n

Sodium-J . Nucl . Safety 16 (6), 1975) does not apply to the cas e
I considered in my paper . I assumed a regime of transitio n

boiling (or nucleate boiling) and I assumed the existance of a

layer of superheated liquid sodium at the fuel surface . I did not
consider the regime of film boiling as you quoted in your paper .

2. Eq . 3 of your paper does not correspond at all to Eq . 3 and 4 of
my paper. You write that there is sodium vapor in contact wit h

the fuel . This is not my case .

3. Mine was a scope calculation to demonstrate that with this model

it was possible to get a maximum energy at a temperature of
720°C (according to some experimental results) . The size of

the bubble did not matter very much . If you start with a large
effective heating surface (Sf) you get large bubbles . If you start

with low values of Sf you get small bubbles .

4. Also your conclusion that bubble growth and collapse cannot b e

a potential model to explain fragmentation is not correct .
I think instead it is a very good candidate model .

Cronenberg

	

1 . Your first comment concerns a question of controversy that wa s

also brought up at the Los Angeles Fast Reactor Safety Conference .

This probably is due to the fact of trying to understand the heat trans -

fer process between Molten UOz and sodium in terms of the classi-
cal equilibrium boiling curve, which may not apply to the highly

nonequilibrium case here . To address your comment I will quot e

your paper (On the Mechanism of Fragmentation During Molten

Fuel/Coolant Thermal Interactions : Conf . Fast Reactor Safety, Lo s

Angeles, California; p 937-954, 1974), "We assume that the initia l

conditions for the vapor growth are those of unstable film boilin g

as shown in Fig. 1 . When the liquid coolant touches the molten fuel ,

the vapor bubble will grow immediately afterwards due to an insta-

bility" . In my review paper I interpreted your work as initially fil m

boiling, followed by bubble nucleation, spherical growth, and even-

tual collapse . This I believe is consistant will what you stated i n

your paper . If one assumes initial vapor film blanketing, the n
this is usually called film boiling, at least in the classical sense .

With respect to the comment on the schematic diagram, what I
was trying to do here was interpret your model (as any of the
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other models discussed in the paper) in terms of the geometry of
a hot spherical droplet in sodium (for comparison with Armstrong' s
dropping experiments or that of Farahat) . I did not say or mean
to imply that this was your figure; it is my extrapolation to the
situation of spherical geometry .

Liquid J Coolant

Vapour

	

Vapour

	

Vapour

Hot Fuel

Caldarola Figure

	

Fig . 1 Idealized model for film boiling
on a hot surface

2 . Based on Schlechtendahl's work, the energy balance to obtain the
vapor temperature (Tv) in terms of the subcooled liquid tempera-
ture (To) by Eq. 3 of your paper is

Lpv dv = (Tv - To) S1
kPCp

dt

	

v t

where the rate of bubble growth (dv/dt) are given by Eq . 4 of
your paper is

2 dr

	

dv
dt = 47rr

	

dt =(Sf
+S1)

dt

Combining these two equations, gives the expression in my pape r

LPv (Sf + S1) dr = (Tv - To)
k~ t p

Again I believe that application of this type of analysis to boilin g
of spherical droplets, at your assumed initial stage of vapor
blanketing, would appear as shown in the figure below .
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3-4. I did not say that vapor bubble and collapse could not account fo r
fragmentation . What I said and let me quote my paper on thi s
point is that "because of particle size to bubble radius considera-

tion it is felt that the problem has yet to be treated in a realistic
manner, and as such, the problem still is to define how much of
the boiling energy is imparted to the fuel" . Before the bubble
dynamics models can be properly assessed, the boiling process
must be better understood. In view of such uncertainties I d o
not believe that it has been demonstrated that bubble growth and
collaps is a good candidate for fragmentation .

DISCUSSION ON PAPE R

You didn't mention shock wave fragmentation which wa s

proposed in the detonation model . Do you believe that such
shock wave fragmentation is impossible ?

You show wetting data for UO2 on a timescale of minutes . -

What data is available to support the claims of Dr . Fauske

that wetting occurs a timescale of µ sec ?

Board 1 .

2 .

Cronenberg 1 .

2 .

Yes, of course --- if we postulate a shock wave large

enough we could fragment the earth --,- the question i s
what in the magnitude of the shock wave and how is i t

initial ?

There is no data for liquid UO2 - liquid sodium

system --- only solid UO2 and liquid sodium- -
The problem is certainly quite complicated for the cas e

where we are trying to analyse wetting characteristics

during situations where solidification is occurring .

Reynolds

	

At Culhan we have been modelling the debris size using the

hypothesis of the injection of a jet of coolant into the drop o f

fuel, where the jet is caused by the Plesset effect an vapour

bubble collapse . ,The jet disperses and vapourizes, and the

resultant pressure drives a slug of fuel from the drop into th e

main volume of coolant. The slug Weber disperses to a particl e

size which is independent of the initial vapour bubble size .

This particle size is a predictable function of fuel temperature ,

surface tension and fuel and coolant density. We find our

results are in good agreement with the particle size produce d

in tin/water experiments .

Cronenberg

	

Certainly weber effects are important . The question is one of

whether or not they dominate over every other possibility .
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